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View from the Chair
Summer is coming and we have some things to be pleased about.
The Area Gathering on 30th July gives us a chance to share some
local walks with the other groups in the Clydesdale to Solway Area
- Clyde Valley, Dumfries and District and South Lanarkshire Older
Walkers (SLOW). We hope you’ll join us. There are three walks on
offer and then a social bit with a hot buffet and a speaker from the
Search and Rescue Dogs Association (SARDA).
As you know, Phil is keeping a record of who’s coming. Let him
know which of the three walks you’d like to do: Quothquan, Stobo,
Coulter. By 15th June if you can. And please pay your £10 for the
social bit by 15th July so we have numbers for catering.
The Weekend away – 31 folk have booked for Whitby. The
balance is due by 1 st August.
‘New’ walks - there’s lots of funding going into walks at the
moment - providing access gates, way markers and historical
interpretation boards. We’ve got two on the new programme:
Bizzyberry Hill in Biggar and Loganburn near Tweedsmuir
(includes Worm Hill).

Lifting of Covid restrictions means:
· no Covid officer – so Lesley is retiring, though she will keep
Health protection advice on our website about carrying first aid kits
and hand sanitising etc.
· no restrictions on car-sharing– to help share travel costs we’ll go
back to meeting at the Corn Exchange in Biggar for the next
programme. Meet at 9.15 or, as before, if Biggar is not on your
way, go directly to the start point and let the walk leader know. If
it’s not on the way for the walk leader, he or she will ask someone
else to meet folk and help with car sharing.
· No track and trace - but we ask everyone to contact the walk
leader if possible to indicate they will join the walk. We’ll take a
walk register with contact phone number at the start of the walk.
Changes to Risk Assessments - we no longer need to send them
to Lesley. Plus, a motion was passed at the Ramblers Scottish
Council in April to do away with them. Let’s see what happens. In
the meantime Biggar Ramblers Committee is doing the following
ü A walk recce
ü A pre-walk email is sent out with details of starting point and
comments on terrain and conditions underfoot help to prepare
walkers to bring suitable equipment with them (poles, gaiters,
refreshments etc).
ü Walkers are requested to let the walk leaders know by text or
email if they plan to go.
ü At the start of the walk, a register is completed with name and
contact number. This is destroyed after 21 days unless there is an
incident, in which case it is kept, along with a Ramblers incident
form, for as long as required.
Wishing you all the best for the summer as we enjoy our lovely
countryside and good companionship together!
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Es er Daborn, Chair

You never know what is just around the corner!.
On 13 th November 2018 we had decided to climb the 3500ft Munro, Schiehallion, less
than 10 miles from our holiday cottage near Aberfeldy. On a day when the cloud came
and went we ventured up to the top making it in just over 2 hours. As we started
downwards my wife felt her ankle crack which was accompanied by a cry of ‘Oh no’! She
had appeared to have broken her ankle and could not put any weight through it. 3000ft
up on the roughest terrain, there was no going down on foot. Cutting a long story short
we phoned 999 and asked for ‘Mountain Rescue’. All we can say is how outstanding the
system is that helps you in such tight spots. It was a cold and very windy day and very
quickly she began to get very cold. Fellow hill walkers could not have been more helpful,
offering food, drinks, painkillers and extra coats. Both a helicopter had been despatched
as well as the mountain rescue team, in case the helicopter could not complete the
rescue due to more pressing call outs or bad weather. Although we were in cloud from
time to time it cleared as the chopper arrived on the scene. It could not land so a
paramedic was dropped down to stabilise her foot before the HM Coastguard helicopter
winched them both up and flew directly to Aberdeen Royal Infirmary. I continued to the
bottom of the hill on foot to take the car via our cottage up to Aberdeen (a round trip of
240 miles) to collect her upon discharge that evening. On my descent I met 2 Mountain
Rescue climbers on their way up who were there to make sure I managed to get off the
hill safely. That was very reassuring and just epitomised the professionalism of the
mountain rescue organisation, from the Police coordinator who kept in regular touch with
me throughout, the helicopter crew and the MRT. We felt very humbled as this sort
of thing only happens to others on TV, doesn’t it? My wife made a complete recovery by
her birthday in February 2019 when she undertook a challenging 14 mile hike in the
Yorkshire Dales. However, climbing Schiehallion a second time is not on her bucket list!
By Bob Rabagliati

www.mo atmrt.org.uk

This May, Jason & I hopped onto the May Princess which sails from Anstruther to the
beautiful Isle of May. 5 miles off the Fife coast & it is an important National Nature
Reserve. As the May Princess ploughed through the waves we were treated to
acrobatics by gannets diving for fish. Although the forecast was for a calm sail it proved
to be a fairly choppy crossing! Thankful to have landed we were greeted by NatureScot
rangers who advised of the code of conduct on the isle.
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The Isle of May lies at the entrance to the Firth of Forth surrounded by prolific fishing
grounds which supports varied sea life. Early humans fished & hunted seals here.

Humans settled in Fife about 8,000 years ago, pottery & arrow heads dated to 2,000 B C
were found on the Island

The Isle of May is home to an incredible 200,000 seabirds, which includes 90,000
Puffins, also large colonies of Guillemots, Razorbills, Kittiwakes, Artic Terns & Shags. As
Jason discovered terns can be a bit of a nuisance!
The sound on the island is spectacular with birds calling and squabbling over food and
the limited nesting space. Its not difficult to understand why the island name is thought to
come from the Norsemen who called the island Maa Oy, which is Norse for gull island.
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300 seals also live all year round on the island, we spotted some of the colony hauled
out on the rocks enjoying the sun. On the sail home we were treated to the sight of a pod
of bottle nosed dolphins chasing the boat back into harbour. What a grand day out!

By Josanne

The Biggar Gathering
This year it’s the turn of Biggar Ramblers to host the gathering which will
take place on Saturday 30th July.
You should have received your invitation to the event by now and if you wish
to attend can I ask that you reply to myself, (phil.duddy@hotmail.com) with
the following details:

1. Which walk you want to enjoy?
2. Will you be staying on after the walk for the interesting talk and
delicious buffet?(£10 per person)
3. Have you any dietary requirements?
As we are hosting the gathering this year our group will be organising and
administering the walkers. Can I ask you to volunteer to help out on the
day?
The initial list of roles is:
1. Walk Leaders
2. Back Markers
3. Member of the meet, greet and registration team.
As you will see on the invitation, we need final numbers by 15th July. I would
like answers from our group as soon as possible and preferably by 15th
June.
Hope to see you there.
Phil

And Fina y,
Many thanks to all who have contributed to this edition.
Keep your Newsletter alive, and keep your articles coming. Any not used in
this edition will be kept for the next one.
Anything, small or large, can be considered for inclusion, so come on!
Let me have that article on your favourite walk, or that one thing that
interests you whilst walking – flora, fauna, animal droppings! If it floats your
boat, it may be of interest to others too.
If you want to be a part of this publication,
please contact me at emilyrorke24@gmail.com
Your ed
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Emily
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